Retail Services

Retail Services
CSL was originally setup to provide HVAC control
servicing and support to one of the UK’s largest
retail chains. Retail services are in our blood and
subsequently CSL operate a dedicated retail
services department.
Our dedicated team of engineers have extensive
knowledge of retail systems and our Technical
Director alone has over 40 years’ experience of
Tesco HVAC control systems.
CSL have been working on Tesco stores since our
inception over 21 years ago where we have been
actively involved in the maintenance, and more
recently, completed numerous BEMS upgrades
and refreshes.
More recently CSL have also become an approved
Sainsbury’s BEMS specialist contractor and are
undertaking multiple BEMS projects across a
number of Sainsbury’s stores.
It’s not just two of the largest retailers on our list
of retail customers either; we have also completed
works on a number of smaller retail stores. u

“Combined Services have worked
alongside us on number of BMS
projects for one of the UK’s largest
supermarket chains, and remain to be
our first choice BMS specialist.
Combined Services always deliver and
recently went the extra mile to ensure
our clients BMS system was designed,
commissioned and handed over in an
extremely short period of time. Their
can do and professional attitude is a
credit to them”
David Upton - EIC Ltd
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Example Projects
Store Refreshes & Cold Store Projects
CSL were appointed directly by Tesco in 2014 to
upgrade the BMS systems in 44 stores. The project
involved replacing over 350 controllers across the
Tesco estate and included survey visits, electrical
installation, software creation, on site commission,
store hand over and remote access verification.

Sensor Calibration &
Communications Project
CSL’s past experience and extensive knowledge of
Tesco stores BMS systems made us the obvious
partner to work alongside Tesco’s machine
management contractor, on a recent project across
more than 900 stores.
The project included calibrating all sales floor
sensors and ensuring the remote communications
via the BMS bureau were functioning. CSL’s
involvement included both investigative and
remedial works on existing BMS systems, and a
number of BMS upgrades. CSL also acted as the
BMS specialist for the entire project and provided
both consultancy and training to the machine
management provider, for which CSL won the BCIA
“Construction to Training” award in 2012.

Store Refreshes & Cold Store Projects
CSL have been involved in numerous retail projects
including store refresh programs as well as hot
and cold store projects. These projects range from
a single day onsite to troubleshoot BMS issues to
full BMS upgrades comprising of new MCC control
panels and all BMS controllers on site. CSL often
work for the end client directly or via a network of
mechanical contractors
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